SPRAY TANNING
BEFORE
1. Get your skin in good condition: exfoliate and moisturise daily for as long as you can before your tan to avoid dry patches or
previously applied tan from affecting your results.
2. WHAT NOT TO WEAR: white clothing, very tight fitting clothing, and shoes that cause sweating.
3. MAKE UP - if you want your face spray tanned and are wearing make up, remove it before your appointment - we don't do wipes
sorry. We can however spray over your make up, and in our experience it comes out well.
4. Come to your appointment with clean skin. Any product e.g oil or perfume may affect the outcome of your tan.
5. As above, avoid wearing deodorant to your appointment - if this is not an option, please be aware that where deodorant sits on the
skin your tan may look a little green when its applied. This generally washes off nicely when you first shower, but we cant make any
promises that it won't affect the outcome of your tan.
5. We cannot spray tan skin that has been freshly waxed, burnt or sunburned, grazed, wounded or with any infection or inflammation.
AFTER
1. Keep your skin dry for minimum 6 hours. After this you can shower, but you can leave it longer or overnight - it won't overdevelop.
2. Moisturise daily to keep your skin in good condition and keep your tan as long as possible.
3. From day 4 or 5, gentle exfoliation helps your tan to fade evenly without looking patchy, and keeps your skin glowing.
4. If you get tan on your bed sheets or clothing, wash them immediately. A warm wash done immediately will usually remove it, but we
cannot guarantee this. For wedding dresses, check the cleaning instructions or speak to a specialised dry cleaner for advice.
5. Rebook your spray tan on a weekly basis (within 7 days) for the discounted price of $40. Just be sure to do plenty of exfoliating from
day 4.
We have a variety of products available to exfoliate and moisturise your skin for optimum results, from Ultrceuticals and Lalicious.
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